Packing
Solution

STABUSTRAP ®
Pallet elastic stretch band

ff Performance : A limited amount of STABUSTRAP® required
to stabilize heavier products.

ff Savings : Cost savings advantages versus stretch film.
ff Eco-friendly : STABUSTRAP® is recyclable, small amount
needed to reduce the strength of your packaging material.

ff Fast : STABUSTRAP® can be applied in seconds.
ff Universal : works with all kinds of packaging, boxes, cans,
bags, pails etc..

ff STABUSTRAP® reduces volume of your secondary

packaging materials - Ideal for your internal transport
operations.

ff Manually applied without additional equipment.

SPECIFICATION

STABUSTRAP®
Thickness (μm)
Width (inch)
Length* (inch)

40

Break force
Application

++

4”

STABUSTRAP®
Heavy

STABUSTRAP®
Light

4”

4”

60

25

48” for palletized load areas between 5’ and 10’
55’’ palletized load areas for 10’ and more

Standard in 90% cases

+++

For heavy duty &
unstable loads

+

For packaging sensitive to
compression

PACKAGING
Rolls of pre-cut units, packaged in a cardboard box dispenser
Length 47”

100 units per box

60 units per box

135 units per box

Length 55”

85 units per box

50 units per box

115 units per box

MIX & MATCH STABUSTRAP ®
GLOBAL STABILIZATION SOLUTION
Combined with other CGP COATING
INNOVATION products such as
STABULON®, STABUFILM® or
STABUFOOD®, STABUSTRAP® offers a
perfect solution for logistical challenges
for palletized loads.

STABUSTRAP ®, A TRUE SUCCESS STORY
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL VALIDATION
‘’Our goal was to develop a cost-effective and eco-friendly product to
stabilize loads while reducing packaging waste. This research project
led us to run extensive tests in both our factory-based laboratory and
extrusion installations.
After 18 months of development, STABUSTRAP® has been perfected.
STABUSTRAP® meets all the requested specification sheet criteria, while
obtaining a competitive price for customers’’.
Christian SITZ, R&D Manager

“Thanks to our Technical Center, we proved the effectiveness of
STABUSTRAP® by building pallet loads with STABUSTRAP® simulating
real word shipping conditions.
These tests were conducted on all types of shipping
(road, air and ocean)”.
Jean Louis PORTEFAIX, Technical Center Manager

A REAL ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVE TO STRETCH FILM
‘’STABUSTRAP® reduces the weight of packaging while providing safety,
savings and an ease of use to our partners. STABUSTRAP® is a win/win
product for both the planet and our customers.’’
Frédéric FROISSART, CEO

www.stabustrap.com

